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The ability to survive consistently all African predators on the ground at night, marks the beginning of human evolution
2.0-2.5 years ago, segregating ape from human. We alone among primates do not require trees. It freed us to evolve as
carnivorous herbivores, changing from man the hunted to man the hunter. Our dispersal into Eurasia was predicated on
dealing with new predators such as bears and wolves. Our North America colonization was delayed some 40,000 years till
the collapse of the Pleistocene gigantic, food-stressed predators. Already in the Upper Paleolithic the species patterns in
cave art indicate that wolves and hyenas were intensely disliked, much as is in modern times. There is a long history to
human - wolf conflict. Where unarmed humans meet wolves, tragedies develop; were wolves meet well armed people coexistence is possible. This conflict deals with predation on humans, livestock and wildlife, and with the effects of
parasites and diseases. Historically, Grimm's fairytale of little Red Riding Hood was rooted in painful reality.
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From the many topics one can discuss about the conflicts of humans with large carnivores, I shall
briefly deal with three, beginning with the basic human anti-predator adaptations. The following is
based on zoology, not on anthropology as these topics are alien to that discipline.
Early anti-predator adaptations
During our evolution our ecological fate was that of prey, as illustrated all to evidently in the fossil
record1. It was our ancient fate to be killed and eaten and our primary goal to escape such. It still is.
Ironically, our geographic pattern of speciation from equatorial forests to Arctic and Alpine, unique
among primates, mimics that of other large herbivores, not of omnivores and least of all of carnivores2.
Yet our digestive physiology indicates a long evolutionary history of meat eating. We are thus a living
oxymoron, a meat eating herbivore. And we still have the herbivores craving for salt, and we spice the
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meat we eat preferably with plant poisons. (Yes, one can generate amusement with unconventional
investigations).
This contrasts all the more with our ability to escape predation in the absence of trees (or cliffs) to
climb. That is, we can escape predation, day or night, while on the ground. We also have regressed
anatomically in climbing adaptations3. I have argued in detail that the ability to survive, consistently, all
African predators on the ground at night, marks the beginning of human evolution 2.0-2.5 years ago,
segregating ape from human4. We alone among primates do not require trees. It freed us to evolved
from man the hunted to man the hunter. That our efforts to escape predation were not and are not
always successful is illustrated all too clearly when large carnivores begin to hunt us systematically5.
The ancient escape from predation at night was probably based on a thorn covered hut, essentially a
thorny ground nest, taking advantage of the predators disinclination to penetrate a wall, as well as stick
its face into thorns and injure its eyes. Further protection would come from mimicking the threat
sounds of predators, setting in motion the – among mammals - unique human ability to mimic sounds.
This can be reinforced by jabbing a sharp stick into the predator, taking advantage of the predators
heightened sensitivity to injury.
One can also benefit at night by generating an aversion to humans during day light encounters. Such
had to be generated, for without it one cannot stalk prey, or keep prey after killing such or avoid
predators following one into camp. One cannot forage for plant food and dig noisily for such with
digging stick, or be noisy while in camp without advertising oneself widely to predators. We are a
dreadfully noisy species, night or day. We banged rock on rock to make tools, snapped and scraped
branches to make shelters or tools, yelled, sang and laughed or screamed in disputes for all predators to
hear for virtually miles around. We could not make tools without freedom from the tyranny of
predation as we needed to concentrate on doing Craft, let alone Art, and not look and listen anxiously if
there were predators approaching. How can one laugh dance and sing if that attracts predators, tell or
listen to stories yet fear a predator's approach? How can one even relax and talk safely, for the normal
human voice carries very far, and predators have fine hearing. Freedom from predation is thus
absolutely crucial to becoming human.
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The most likely way of day-time protection was to mob predators. This would select for increase in our
body size and thus the strike force of digging sticks or clubs. It would probably select for dark skin
(dark coloration is universal in species that confront predators). It would also select for vocal mimicry,
and synchrony of producing sounds.
Deliberate sound manipulation would be the beginning of a new human instinct: vocal mimicry. Tthe
needs for security at night would begin the process of selecting for vocal mimicry. This parasitizes the
inherent fear of large predators to tangle with their own kind. After all, predators need to minimize
injury to themselves, a such impede hunting and may in addition lead to attacks by conspecific. Vocal
mimicry would thus add the “fear” factor as a deterrent to “enclosure” + “thorniness”. When we mimic
sounds we simultaneously synchronize, or time our response, as quick repetition is essential for
accurate rendition of the imitated sound. That is, the rare attribute, vocal synchrony6, is a mandatory
part of mimicking sounds. Moreover, with synchrony, we can in group vocalization greatly magnify the
sounds produced, adding to the deterrent. Vocal mimicry will, ultimately, serve in developing language
and music and as a lure in hunting, but that is some time in the future!
Finally, we would greatly increase security by systematically destroying the helpless young of
predators, that is generate predator-free zones. There is some evidence indicating that that's exactly
what we did. Extensive archaeological excavations at Bilzingsleben and Schöningen in Germany of
camping and butchering sites dating back some 400 000 years produced over decades huge numbers of
bones that had been broken, worked and discarded by fairly advanced Homo erectus. At Schöningen
this includes among others complete skulls of horses, indicating that intact horses heads of some 20
horses had been discarded. The hunt was apparently so successful, and provided so much meat and fat,
that the hunters discarded the heavy heads. Most remarkably, neither the horses at Schöningen nor the
bones of red deer, horses, rhinos, elephants or bears were worked over by scavenging predators. Since
the archaeological sites suggest a fertile, productive landscape rich in wildlife, there would have been
present loins, hyenas, bears and wolves. However, at both sites, the predators did not touch the bones or
horses heads. Therefore, the predators were not present, and the most likely reason for predators being
absent is that they were eliminated and harassed out of these areas under human control7.
Did large predators keep humans out of North America?
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Our dispersal into Eurasia was predicated on dealing with new predator such as bears and wolves. That
was mastered already very early by Homo erectus moving out of Africa as early as 1.6 million years
ago8. However, the colonization of North America by humans was so late in history that it begs the
question. After all, Australia was colonized by modern humans shortly after the out of Africa event
some 60,000 years ago. Yet it took almost another 50 000 years before North America was colonized.
Australia could only have been settled via marine crossings. Coastal boat technology was thus probably
present for tens of thousands of years before the Americas were settled. What kept us from following
the Asian shore line and crossing into North America? I suggested some time ago that it was most
likely the species-rich mega-fauna of large, specialized and highly stressed predators9. Christy Turner
suggested that Cave hyenas may have stopped us in Siberia10. Clearly, this implies that over the many
thousands of years very many attempts were made to land in North America. It is striking that the
oldest human habitations in the Americas are found in South America preceding those in North
America by thousands of years. I dug up data about the number of hearths found per thousand years,
which indicated a slow increase over some 6,000 years with a concomitant decline in the number of
species of North America's native fauna. It suggested a slow, not fast extinction, and a slow not fast
human colonization. It would be insightful to revisit this data again, as much more and better material
should be available now. Also, I did not consider then the possibilities of domestic dogs as hunting
companions allowing us to kill North American Pleistocene predators, much as Inuit hunters used dogs
and lances to hunt polar bears. Still, the short faced bear Arctodus simus was larger than the polar bear
and probably much more assertive, as suggested by the many skulls in trap caves. Even with dogs it is
difficult to see how we could have handled this giant, granted the difficulties in killing the much
smaller grizzly bear. The hypothesis that a specialized guild of large, assertive predators kept us out of
North America raises the question of when and how have other species of wildlife kept us from settling
landscapes, ie. elephants11.
Wolves and conservation
This is a deeply troubling subject from the perspective of scholarship in view of ongoing advocacy and
some – in retrospect – unfortunate miss assessment of historical material. I must confess that I too
embraced the conventional view about wolves throughout my academic career and four years into
retirement, due to my years of experience with painfully shy Canadian wilderness wolves. Then a
misbehaving pack on Vancouver Island12, and a review of historical matters, taught me differently.
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Moreover, to me the matter of large predators is not merely an academic matter, but a daily concern, for
where I reside there are wolves, cougars and black bears virtually at our doorsteps, while our neighbors
and my wife Renate had encounters with misbehaving wolves and bears. Predation turned here a
wildlife paradise quickly into its obverse.
There is a long and unhappy history to human - wolf conflict, beginning already in the Upper
Paleolithic. Cave artists, who recorded favored species and events apparently for the benefits of the
deceases, pointedly left out wolves and cave hyenas13. This suggests that wolves and hyenas were
disliked, much as is in historic times. How extensive wolves interacted were in human history is
illustrated, for instance, by the large number of proverbs and sayings pertaining to wolves in Russian
culture as discussed in chapter eleven (pp. 141-170) of Will N. Graves' book Wolves in Russia (2007
Detselig, Calgary), or the over 3,000 deaths by wolves in France as discussed by Jean-Marc Moriceau,
Histoire du méchant loup : 3 000 attaques sur l'homme en France (2007). I was involved in editing and
publishing Will N. Graves 2007 book which was subsequently translated into Finnish, and is in that
version now on its second edition. Will Graves and I have been vindicated by the publication of major
review of wolves in Russia by Professor Christopher Stubbe14. I was asked along with three other
scientist to do an independent assessment of the Kenton Carnegie tragedy, by Kenton's parents. I
prepared a report that circulated on the Internet15, and wrote an article on the matter16. The manner in
which wolves target alternative prey17, it turned out, is identical to that described years earlier by Rex
Baker and Bob Timm observing coyotes targeting children in urban parks18.
How could one uphold the view that wolves are harmless to people, despite centuries of recorded
experience to the contrary in Russia19, Finland20, France21, Italy22, Sweden23, Germany24, India25,
Afghanistan26, Korea27, Japan28, central Asia29, Turkey30, Iran31,32 or Greenland 33? And while details in
Hazaribagh, Northern India, may be different34 the causes of wolf predation on humans are much the
same: scarcity of prey or opportunity to kill livestock, de facto protection of wolves, followed by
systematic targeting of peoples as prey, mainly children. Where unarmed humans meet wolves,
tragedies develop; were wolves meet well armed people co-existence is possible. This conflict deals
with predation on livestock, wildlife and humans, as well as with the effects of parasites and diseases.
Historically, Grimm's fairytale of Little Red Riding Hood was rooted in very painful reality.
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The hope of conserving wolves in settled landscapes35 is an illusion. Historically, wolves have not been
compatible with settled landscapes, and the current wolf-wars in the US west, in Scandinavia or
Germany appear to be a re-run of history. It appears to me that, ultimately, large predators, especially
wolves that hybridize with dogs, can only be conserved in large reserves, the likes of which need to be
negotiated. I have discussed this in detail elsewhere.36.
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